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Agenda

• Environmental scan

•Cross-disciplinary and multilingual curriculum: support 
teaching & learning

•Making special materials discoverable system-wide by 
creating quality metadata

• Lessons learned and envisioning the future

• Examples



Environmental scan
• Trend: Unique, distinctive collections (special materials) and local expertise have become 

priorities in single institutions
• The UW Libraries has prioritized the preservation of unique and local cultural materials.

• CEAL RDA workshop

• Special materials = hidden treasures = cataloging backlog

• In the 2012 and 2013 RDA workshops: few CJK catalogers had experiences in cataloging 
special types of resources, e.g. graphical materials (posters, postcards, painting scrolls, 
rubbings, etc.)

• In the survey results for the past three years, training for processing special types of 
resources and manuscript/archival materials has become very popular requests in CEAL  

• Challenges

• Because of unique and special resources, “outsourcing” may not be an option at all.

• Processing special types of resources needs more training resources.

• Archival processing uses different metadata standards (i.e. EAD) and platform 
(ArchivesSpace)



Impetus

• Support teaching & learning
• The Rare Books Curator’s request to catalog her teaching collections and examples

• Her class on the history of books and book objects at the Information School, UW

• In response to increasing demand for the cross-disciplinary approach and multicultural curriculum

• Her vision and passion to diversify her in-class book exhibit

• Make hidden treasures discoverable for users

• A PhD candidate incorporates cataloging examples to surface cultural issues in cataloging 
practices in her research and teaching

• A request to catalog non-EAL Chinese collections for International Studies

• More cataloging training requests from the CEAL community

• CEAL ERMB Collaborative Cataloging Project for e-Resources

• CJK CONSER Funnel Project: for quality records (some free): to share globally  



Special types of resources

• 2D Graphical materials (still images)
• Posters, postcards, painting scrolls, rubbings, postal stamps, postal first day sheets, etc.

• 3D artifacts: e.g. seals, wood-blocks and kits, etc. 

• Book arts & artists’ books: in both 2D & 3D
• Pop-up books & toy and movable books: book-like elements but stand, move & function 

like 3D objects

• 3D objects: doll beds and pillow books, etc. 

• Many artists’ books in limited editions (edition # in cataloging record)

• Manuscripts/archives: finding aids and collection records
• Manuscript: in OCLC and Archives West (Archives Space) 

• Finding aids: Archives Space, Asana and Alma and Primo

• E-resources: e.g. digitized serials in the Republican Period

• Digital archiving, born-digital files or in any form … 



Special topics

• Collections may be outside EAL, e.g. Southeast Asian collections
• Chinese Diaspora/overseas Chinese (the approximately 46 million ethnic Chinese living 

outside China, Hong Kong, Taiwan and Macau.)

• Buddhism resources: multilingual and cross-regional resources

• Local collections, e.g. residents in Pacific Northwest, UW faculty & students, etc.

• Subjects not usually selected at EAL, e.g. book arts, historical children’s books, 
paper arts, book bindings, etc.

• E-journals in the Republican Period
• The origin of new concepts in China (濫觴)

• The first journal in fitness training, insurance research, sex education, etc.

• You may not find these research resources on internet  



Archival processing centralized at Special Collections: 1st file in non-Latin script uploaded; Japanese next 



Archives West (Archives Space) interface needs to be improved for searching characters: 康南海 only searchable 
by adding a wildcard to your search (*); the database only indexes words where the breaks (spaces) are. 



Archives West (Archives Space) interface needs to be improved for searching characters: 康南海 only searchable 
by adding a wildcard to your search (*); the database only indexes words where the breaks (spaces) are. 



Examples: from 2D to 3D Objects

Dialogues

CC: 3D objects can present very 
symbolic/abstracts concepts or 
ideologies which may be beyond 
languages and cultures, and may be 
more universal … 

SK: Absolutely, that’s why some artists 
work with physicality in their work.  See 
Shu-Ju Wang, Cradles for Our 
Memories, 2008.

I cried when I read the text of her 
work—A Dog’s Tale in the class.



Shu-Ju Wang (王淑如) is an artist in Portland, Oregon. She is well known for her innovative work with 
the Print Gocco, using it to produce large fine art prints and artist's books. In addition, she's also a 
painter.  Some of her works in Special Collections: 

Cradles for Our Memories: “pillow books” series, #1

Pillow form: as a metaphor for memories; cradle our heads (the 
physical repository of our memories) when we sleep (the time 
when our memories are formed)  



3D Object: Taking to Bed by Tamar Stone © 2007

• The Bed Work:

• “Women whose stories of 
sickness revolve around 
“taking to bed.” From 
Charlotte Perkins Gillman’s 
feelings of her depression, 
and her doctor’s (S. Weir 
Mitchell) response 
“Neurasthenia in Women” 
eventually leading to her to 
write The Yellow Wallpaper.

• There is also some 
encouragement for women 
to exercise from a woman 
writer who discusses the 
merits of using the bed as a 
way to strengthen oneself.” 



3D Objects: Chinese Seals



3D Object: 御神占(Omikuji) 



2D Graphic Materials: Postal First Day Sheets (首日封) & Postage Stamps  



2D Graphic Materials: Painting Scroll (original art work)



Manuscript: 





Zhongguo bao xian xue hui 中国保险学会 (wrong linking & info in internet)

https://baike.baidu.com/item/%E4%B8%AD%E5%9B%BD%E4%BF%9D%E9%99%A9%E5%AD%A6%E4%BC%9A


Authority record citing the primary source: for founder, beginning date & place





Health & Life:

The only magazine in China, devoted to the 
science of sex hygiene  (It is the origin and 
unique in 1930s) 



The CJK CONSER Funnel and ERMB Cooperative Cataloging for e-Resources projects: fix the problems of hidden title changes, etc.



Points to Ponder



Envision the Future: User-centered Services

• UW vision: “Be Boundless, for Washington and for the World”
• Students are enthusiastic about working boundlessly to make an impact on the global 

communities and embrace the cross-disciplinary approach to learning.
• Faculty has been more actively diversifying the curriculum with multicultural 

perspectives, including adding more non-Roman resources as examples.
• Curator’s goals:

• “Using these materials & making them available reflects a greater diversity of today’s student 
population.  It is our attempt to engage students by using materials telling their stories instead of 
always focusing on European culture.”

• More communication and collaboration will be strongly needed between the university 
and library departments to reveal these hidden treasures for users.

• The scope of China studies could be expanded from China-centered classes to 
enormous cross-disciplinary courses enriched with Chinese resources, influences and 
perspectives.

• “The world is changing, and the old boundaries of East Asian Studies can no 
longer contain the changing world.”—Jim Cheng, JEAL, Feb. 2018.



Bond diverse and special collections with 
inclusive teaching and research 
• In the field

Cultural elements and issues are embedded in multiple aspects of 
cataloging practices. 

• In the class
To educate future information professionals, students and faculty 
value inclusive and diverse course materials.

• In academia
There has been continuous discussions and emphasis on multi-
perspective classifications and ethical issues in knowledge 
organization standards writ large.



Thank You!

Special thanks to:

Sandra Kroupa, Book Arts & Rare Book Curator, Special Collections, UW 
Libraries

& Wan-Chen Lee, PhD candidate, Information School, UW, for their 
inspirations and comments!


